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Abstract: The converter valve is the core equipment of flexible DC transmission, but it has been
severely damaged in previous earthquakes. Therefore, the seismic performance of its structure
has a significant impact on the safety and reliability of power transmission. To study the seismic
performance of ±500 kV flexible DC converter valves and identify weak links in the supporting valve
tower, this article first established a refined finite-element model of a valve tower based on its physical
structure; then modal analysis on the valve tower was conducted; finally, time-domain analysis of
the valve tower under three seismic excitations, namely Wenchuan, EI Centro, and artificial, was
conducted, and the equivalent stress and directional displacement cloud maps of the key parts of the
valve tower were obtained. The research results indicate that the dynamic characteristics of the valve
tower are relatively complex, with low fundamental frequency and diverse natural vibration modes.
Under earthquake action, the predominant frequency of EI Centro waves is close to the fundamental
frequency of the valve tower, which is prone to resonance and causes significant damage to the valve
structure. The improved design of the valve tower meets the seismic strength requirements of level
8 seismic intensity.

Keywords: earthquakes; seismic performance; supported valve towers; modal analysis; time-domain
analysis method; flexible DC converter valves

1. Introduction

Flexible DC transmission is an important way to build a smart grid. Compared
with traditional DC transmission methods, flexible DC transmission has strong technical
advantages in island power supply, urban distribution network capacity expansion and
transformation, AC system interconnection, large-scale wind farm integration, and other
aspects. It is a strategic choice to change the development pattern of the large power grid.
With the development of power electronics technology, HVDC transmission technology
based on a voltage source converter proposed by Boon-Teck Ooi and other scholars in
Canada has been widely used in converter stations of transmission systems in recent
years [1,2]. In a converter station, the converter valve is the key equipment in the flexible
DC transmission project; the power system interruption caused by its function failure
will lead to direct or indirect significant economic losses, which also puts forward higher
reliability requirements for the converter valve [3–5].

Currently, earthquakes are being intensively studied all over the world using conven-
tional geological and geophysical methods [6]. Xue et al. [7] counted 3579 time courses of
ground shaking and investigated the effect of site category on the amplitude–frequency
characteristics of ground shaking under strong earthquakes from the perspective of peak
acceleration amplitude characteristics of bedrock and soil layers. Dong et al. [8] analyzed
the effects of site, magnitude, and epicentral distance on the variation curves of principal
frequency by using a linear function model and an exponential function model. After
studying the seismic characteristics based on the above methods, some researchers have
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investigated the structural dynamic characteristics and seismic performance of converter
valves. Zhang et al. [9] proposed a calculation method and analysis steps for the seis-
mic calculation of high-voltage electrical facilities and verified its feasibility by examples.
Li et al. [10] conducted on-site dynamic characterization tests on the converter valve
to more comprehensively understand the self-oscillating frequency characteristics and
the change rule of the damping ratio, and studied the effect of the interaction between
the valve hall structure and the suspended valve tower under the effect of earthquakes.
Maison et al. [11] carried out seismic simulation based on response spectrum analysis for
ABB’s converter valve structure and tried the idea of reducing seismic response through
dampers. Zhang et al. [12] used modal analysis to study the seismic performance and
limiting measures of the suspension converter valve. Liu et al. [13] firstly established the
ideal and improved valve structures and then calculated the dynamic characteristics of
the two valve structures to study their structural response under horizontal and vertical
excitation. Lan et al. [14,15] propose a simplified calculation model for the platform and
converter valve to evaluate the impact of platform mass and stiffness on the dynamic
response of the converter valve under wave and earthquake actions. Sun Z.-Z. et al. [16]
conducted physical model testing to study the dynamic characteristics of a 10,000 ton
offshore substation under seismic loads. Jing et al. [17] established a finite-element model
of the 800 kV thyristor valve and its corresponding hall building to evaluate the seismic
response of the valve. The above methods have obvious comparisons and real-time perfor-
mance, but there are still some limitations, such as the fact that a large number of studies
are based on suspended valve towers; it is necessary to consider the mass, stiffness, and
dynamic characteristics of large valve hall structures, which, in turn, increases the amount
of calculations and implementation difficulties; and the existence of coupled structures
cannot accurately calculate the seismic response of the valve tower structure alone.

In order to independently analyze the dynamic characteristics and seismic perfor-
mance of the valve tower, supporting a flexible DC converter valve model is a new idea.
Huang et al. [18] performed seismic calculations for frame braced steel structures and
analyzed the lateral deformation of the structure under seismic action and the internal force
response of the frame as a function of excitation. Hu et al. [19] used damping devices to
achieve vibration damping and seismic function of equipment operation for a new genera-
tion of flexible DC converter valves in the Zhangbei flexible DC transmission project. Wei
Lv et al. [20] conducted a random vibration analysis of an offshore flexible DC converter
valve. Zhu et al. [21] analyzed the seismic performance of the flexible straight converter
valve by the reaction spectrum method and verified that the valve tower structure is safe
and reliable under the seismic reaction spectrum with a seismic protection intensity of
8 degrees and a peak acceleration of 0.2 g. Lu et al. [22] took the valve tower of an extra-high
voltage converter station as the research object, established a 1:3 scaling model based on
the scaling theory, and carried out seismic table vibration tests. Enblom et al. [4] carried
out extensive seismic numerical calculations and experimental studies on DC converter
valve structures. Some researchers have performed a lot of work in the DC converter valve
structure seismic design [3,23–25], but the specific valve body flexible seismic structure
technology is not open, and there is no DC converter valve structure seismic numerical
analysis and research work. In summary, the above studies have carried out a lot of shaker
tests or response spectrum analysis on the supported converter valve structure under a sin-
gle set of conditions, resulting in a monotonous response, lack of diversity, and insufficient
comparison of the results. In order to improve the diversity and accuracy of the resultant
responses, therefore, the vibration conditions are added, and the time-domain method of
analysis is used to calculate the response of the structure under multiple seismic waves
and multiple moments.

In response to the above issues, this paper takes the ±500 kV flexible DC supported
converter valve as the research object and uses the finite-element analysis software ANSYS
Workbench 19.2 to conduct modal analysis and time-domain analysis on the valve tower,
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providing reference for the structural optimization and seismic design of this type of a
flexible DC converter valve.

2. Flexible DC Converter Valve
2.1. Valve Tower Structure

In this paper, the flexible DC supported converter valve is designed according to
the converter valve used in the ±500 kV/3000 MW high-voltage DC power grid project.
The structure is shown in Figure 1a. The valve base support height of the valve tower is
4300 mm, the valve top support height is 5800 mm, and the overall outline size of the valve
tower is 8800 mm × 4000 mm × 11,900 mm. The whole valve tower adopts a supported
structure, which is mainly composed of a pillar insulator, fixed base, bus bar, tray, valve
assembly, and other components, while the valve assembly is composed of a large number
of thyristors and heat dissipating pipes in series. The 3D model of the valve tower is shown
in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. Flexible DC converter valve structure. (a) True structure of valve tower. (b) Valve tower 3D
model. (c) Simplified 3D model of converter valve.

The material properties applied in the 3D model of the valve tower are shown in
Table 1. According to the requirements of “Technical Specification for Seismic Design and
Installation and Maintenance of Shock Absorber for UHV Porcelain Insulated Electrical
Equipment” (Q/GDW 1132-2013) [26], the allowable stress is calculated by dividing the
damage stress of the material by 1.67, and the relationship between the two is shown in
Figure 2.

Table 1. Mechanical properties constant of structural material of valve tower.

Materials Modulus of Elasticity
/MPa Poisson Ratio Mass Densities

/Kg·m3

Aluminum 7.1 × 1011 0.34 2800
Q345 steel 2.1 × 1011 0.30 7860

GPO insulators 1.67 × 1011 0.26 2100
DF336 epoxy resin 0.17 × 1011 0.30 1800

06Cr19Ni10 2.06 × 1011 0.30 7860
Polyester fiberglass 0.17 × 1011 0.30 1274
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Figure 2. Destructive and permissible stresses in materials.

2.2. Valve Tower Partial Details

Basic information of valve tower modeling: beam unit modeling is used for heat
dissipation pipe, valve side sleeve, and pillar insulator; solid unit modeling is used for base
frame and high-rise tray; shell unit modeling is used for pressure equalizing bus system;
and some components of the valve tower are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Valve tower component model. (a) Busbar systems. (b) Load-bearing pallets. (c) Thyristor.
(d) Fixed round base.

2.3. Model Simplification

In order to obtain more real and accurate simulation results, it is necessary to divide
the model into grids. However, due to the complex composition of the original model, it
is not conducive to direct operation, so the whole model is simplified. First, the whole
is divided into two parts of the support frame and the carrier, then the support insulator
with thread is simplified into a smooth cylinder, and finally the shell unit assembling the
radiator and thyristor is simplified into a solid cuboid.

The 3D model of the valve tower after a simplification is shown in Figure 1c. Quadratic
simplification will appear in the modal analysis. For the larger internal dimensions of the
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valve tower, the mesh was set slightly coarser (30 mm), and the mesh model was dissected
using tetrahedral cells.

3. Modal Analysis

Modal analysis is a numerical technique for calculating structural vibration character-
istics, and it is a common method for analyzing structural dynamic characteristics. Modal
analysis is a prerequisite for seismic research; for example, response spectrum analysis,
time-domain analysis, harmonic response analysis, etc. need to be carried out on the basis
of modal analysis.

The software ANSYS Workbench was used to carry out a modal analysis of the
structure of the supported valve tower and to solve for its first eight orders of self-oscillation
frequencies and periods as shown in Table 2, and the characteristics of the vibration changes
occurring in the valve tower are shown in Table 3. Further simplification of the valve tower
model reveals that because of the obvious change in self-oscillation in the first 3 orders,
Figure 4 only shows the first 3 orders of modal vibration of the tower after the second
simplification, where the colored solid part is the tower after the change in vibration offset,
and the light transparent shaded part is the valve tower before the vibration. Figure 5
shows the first 3 vibration modes of the valve tower for one-way observation, and the scale
on the left of the figure is the displacement value of the valve tower vibration mode, which
is only a measure of the relative value of the valve tower displacement, but not the real
value of the valve tower displacement. In fact, the primary and secondary simplified model
of the valve tower has little effect on the modal calculation and is only simplified to observe
the modal change more clearly.

Table 2. First 8 natural frequencies.

Order Frequency/Hz Periodicity/s

1 0.8378 1.193
2 0.8536 1.171
3 0.9409 1.063
4 0.9415 1.062
5 0.9423 1.061
6 0.9456 1.057
7 1.0221 0.978
8 1.0264 0.974

Table 3. Valve tower vibration characteristics.

Order Vibration Type

1 Z-directional vibration, large deformation of the bottom pillar insulator
2 X-directional vibration, large deformation of bottom pillar insulator
3 Twist clockwise around the Y-axis
4 Counterclockwise twisting around the Y-axis with large deformation of interlayer pillar insulators
5 Irregular twisting around the Y-axis, large deformation of the heat sink tube
6 Z-directional vibration
7 X-directional vibration
8 Irregular vibrations in valve towers

In summary, the valve tower is a bidirectional symmetrical structure, and most of
the deformation occurs at the pillar insulator; moreover, the coupling between the pillar
insulator and the penetrating vertical heat dissipation tube often slightly changes. The natural
vibration frequency of the valve tower slightly increases with the increase in the order, and
the fundamental frequency is close to 1 Hz. However, due to the existence of the upper level
equalizing the ring bus structure, compared with the composite pillar insulator equipment,
it has more obvious characteristics of high flexibility structure. Structures are more prone
to resonance phenomenon under the action of seismic waves with abundant low-frequency
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components, which is easy to cause damage and collapse of structures, leading to further
amplification of seismic response, and attention should be paid to seismic calculation.
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4. Time-Domain Analysis

As a common method in seismic analysis of high-voltage electrical equipment, the time-
domain analysis method is also often referred to as the “dynamic design” in seismic design.
The basic equations of motion of the structure are input into the time-course acceleration
for integral solution, and the acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the time-course
wave over the entire time course and the internal stresses of the local components are
calculated by the dynamic method, reflecting the influence of the characteristics, direction,
and duration of the excitation. The results of the time-domain analysis method are superior
to those of the reaction spectrum method in terms of accuracy and are, therefore, often used
as a supplement to the results of the reaction spectrum method after the static analysis of
the structure [27].
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4.1. Seismic Wave Selection

Data conditions: seismic intensity 8; input peak acceleration 0.4 g horizontal seismic
wave along the Z-direction; characteristic period of 0.35 s; using a standard damping ratio
of 5% for the structure; and the maximum seismic impact factor αmax is 1. The input
seismic excitation must be selected in strict accordance with the “Code for seismic design
of electrical installations” (GB50260-2013) [28], with a minimum of three input seismic
acceleration time curves. Because the total duration of a single seismic wave time curve is
not less than 30 s and the strong shaking time is not less than 6 s, Wenchuan seismic waves
(2008, N-S, 0–30 s data) and EI-Centro seismic waves (1940, N-S, 0–30 s data, referred to as
“EI” in this paper) and the artificially synthesized seismic waves (2021, N-S, 0–30 s data)
were used as the three excitation inputs of the time-domain analysis; the three seismic wave
peaks were adjusted to 4.0 m/s2 at last. Figure 6a–c shows the acceleration time profiles of
Wenchuan, EI-Centro, and synthetic seismic waves, respectively, while Figure 7 shows the
acceleration frequency response spectra of the three seismic waves at nine frequency points.
The characteristic parameters of ground motion are calculated according to the seismic
wave time curve and seismic influence coefficient curve, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Earthquake parameters.

Parameters Wenchuan EI-Centro Artificial

Excellence frequency (Hz) 3.88 1.78 5.56
Average period (s) 0.39 0.77 0.42

Sustained acceleration (m/s2) 3.43 2.96 4.02

4.2. Seismic Displacement Response Analysis

A time-course analysis of the flexible DC converter valve focuses on whether the
maximum stresses applied to the weak points of the supported structure can meet the
safety strength criteria for structural design. These two sections focus on the temporal
variation in displacements and stresses under three types of seismic wave excitation and
the reliability of the seismic performance of the valve tower.

According to the principle of maximum selection of deformation, then the node
connecting the valve base insulator and the second layer insulator is set as the observation
point. Figure 8 shows the displacement timescale of this measurement point under the
action of three kinds of earthquakes. Through comparative analysis, it is found that the
maximum displacement values under the action of EI seismic waves at each moment are
about 2–3 times higher than those under the action of Wenchuan and artificial waves, and
the average displacement values are about twice as high as theirs, which indicates that the
excursion of the valve tower under the action of the EI wave is large, and the subsequent
stress analysis should focus on the stress response values under the action of the EI.

The data conditions indicate that the input excitation is a seismic wave along the z-
direction. The maximum deformation area of the base body was selected for displacement
observation. Calculated three waves of seismic action under the valve tower base along
the XYZ direction displacement time course as shown in Figure 9 found that the valve
tower base Z direction displacement is much larger than the XY direction displacement,
followed by the valve tower base in the Z direction; EI action under the displacement is still
Wenchuan and artificial action of 2–3 times. Then the results show that (1) the input along
the Z direction of the horizontal seismic wave, that is, the Z direction, is the largest degree
of vibration, in line with the actual earthquake impact law; and (2) as the valve tower is
prone to low-frequency resonance phenomenon, resulting in the displacement value under
the action of the lowest frequency, the EI wave in the three waves is much larger than the
other waves.

4.3. Seismic Stress Response Analysis

This is an in-depth comparative analysis of the seismic stress response under the same
site characteristics. In the following figures, (a), (b), and (c) show the seismic action of
Wenchuan, EI, and artificial waves, respectively, while Figures 10–12 show the stress time
variation, maximum stress response, and maximum displacement response distribution of
the valve tower in turn.

According to Figures 10 and 11, the maximum stress on the bottom pillar insulator of
the valve tower under Wenchuan wave excitation at 19.6 s is 219.79 MPa. The maximum
stress on the bottom pillar insulator of the valve tower under EI seismic wave excitation at
2.75 s is 315.22 MPa. The maximum stress on the bottom pillar insulator of the valve tower
under artificial wave excitation at 5.45 s is 202.14 MPa. Under different wave excitation,
the maximum stress time and the maximum stress value of the valve tower are different,
but they all occur at the bottom pillar insulator of the tower, indicating that, in practice,
load-bearing pillar insulators are more affected by earthquakes and that the bottom pillar
insulator of the structure should be mainly reinforced, i.e., the valve-based insulator.
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Figure 8. Observe the node displacement time-course curve. (a) Wenchuan. (b) EI-Centro. (c) Artificial.
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According to the simulation results of the time analysis, it can be seen that the maxi-
mum stress value of 315.22 MPa occurring under the EI wave excitation is much larger than
the maximum stress value under the Wenchuan and artificial wave effects. The reasons
for this are as follows: from Table 4, it can be seen that the excellent frequencies of the
three seismic waves are 3.88 Hz, 1.78 Hz, and 5.56 Hz, respectively, while the excellent
frequencies are different; the possibility of resonance is also different. From Table 2, it can
be seen that the valve tower fundamental frequency is close to 1 Hz, the excellent frequency
of the EI wave is closer to the valve tower fundamental frequency of 1 Hz compared with
the Wenchuan and artificial waves, and the EI wave is more likely to resonate with the
valve tower, thus making the simulation results. The calculated stress value of the valve
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tower under the action of the EI wave is much larger than the calculated stress value of the
Wenchuan and artificial waves.

σ =
n

σmax
⇔ n =

σ

σmax
(1)

The stress response and material composition of the main components of the valve
tower under the action of the three seismic waves are shown in Table 5. The formula for
calculating the safety factor with reference to the Code for Seismic Design of Electrical
Installations is the ratio of the allowable stress σ to the calculated stress σmax, shown in
formula (1). Under the action of seismic waves, except for the calculation of the insulator
at the bottom of the valve tower, the calculated stress of other components is less than its
allowable stress, and the calculated safety factor is more than 1, which meets the seismic
design safety standard.

Table 5. Maximum stress analysis of major components under seismic wave action.

Components Material Allowable Stress/
MPa

Wenchuan/
MPa

EI/
MPa

Artificial/
MPa

Inter-layer
pillars

Insulators

Fiberglass &
Q345 230.7 205.1 156.0 179.6

Bottom pillar
Insulation

Fiberglass &
GPO3 230.7 219.8 315.2 202.2

Bus barrel Aluminum 290.4 81.2 105.7 134.7

Loaded pallets Q345&
Aluminum 308.6 184.9 289.3 111.2

Flange Q235&
Epoxy resin 280.9 180 188.5 98.6

Heat sink 06Cr19Ni10 311.4 219.6 303.2 283.6

In the actual simulation, the calculated stress of 315.2 MPa in the bottom pillar insulator
of the valve tower under EI-Centro wave excitation is already greater than the allowable
material stress of 230.7 MPa, and the permissible safety factor is 0.73, which is less than 1.
Inelastic and irreversible deformation occurs at the bottom pillar insulator of the valve
tower, Z-axis excursion of the valve tower as a whole, deformation causing damage to the
valve tower, and tilting in the Z-negative direction, as shown in Figures 11b and 12b. It
indicates that when the valve tower is subjected to EI-Centro seismic waves, the column
insulators at the bottom of the tower can be damaged and cause the whole tower to tilt and
deform. It therefore does not fully meet the seismic design safety standard.

5. Simulation of Improved Design of Flexible DC Converter Valve
5.1. Improved Design Solutions

This involves the improved resistance of the bottom insulator to earthquakes of
intensity 8 without changing the size of the original structure of the valve tower. Therefore,
an attempt was made to replace the material of the bottom and inter-layer insulator from
FRP to Q345 steel, the permissible stress of the insulator will be accordingly increased, and
the safety factor will be increased to achieve the improvement.

5.2. Improved Design Simulation Results

First of all, after the improved design of the valve tower, i.e., the replacement of the
material, as shown in Table 6, it can be seen from the stress response point of view that
maximum stress values still occur at the bottom strut insulator, and the value is 280.3 MPa,
but it is less than the improved allowable stress of 329.3 MPa, and the allowable safety
factor increases to 1.174 and is greater than 1, which meets the seismic design requirements.
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Table 6. Stress response analysis of valve towers before and after improvement due to EI-Centro
wave action.

Status Materials Allowable Stress/
MPa

Calculated Stress/
MPa

Safety
Factor

Before
improvement

Fiberglass
& GPO3 230.7 315.3 0.730

After
improvement Q345 329.3 280.3 1.174

As shown in Figure 13, it can be seen from the displacement response perspective
that the overall total displacement of the valve tower structure is reduced from 338.3 mm
before the improvement to 24.1 mm after the improvement, while the absolute values of
deformation quantity in x, y, and z directions are reduced by 313.1 mm, 6 mm, and 12.6 mm,
respectively, compared with the absolute values of deformation before the improvement,
indicating that the overall valve tower structure does not experience any large deformation
after the improvement. This indicates that the overall structure of the improved valve
tower has no large displacements and inelastic deformation, and is less deformed and more
stable than the original one.
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In summary, the overall seismic performance of the improved valve tower structure
has been effectively improved under an earthquake of seismic intensity 8, and it can
operate safely and normally, meeting the basic requirements and safety standards for
seismic design.

6. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the seismic performance characteristics of the flexible DC con-
verter valve following modal and time-domain analysis. The main conclusions are
as follows:

(1) The high flexibility of the valve tower structure, the dense frequency distribution, the
vibration pattern mostly based on the vibration and torsion of the bottom insulator,
and other characteristics indicate that the dynamic characteristics of the valve tower
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are complex and that the relative weak points under seismic action are at the bottom
insulator and the inter-layer insulators.

(2) The remarkable frequency of EI-Centro wave is closer to the fundamental frequency of
the valve tower 1 Hz, which makes the tower susceptible to resonance phenomenon.
Under the earthquake effect, the calculated results under the EI-Centro effect are
both 2–3 times higher than those of Wenchuan and artificial, indicating that the self-
oscillation frequency of the valve tower is concentrated low, and the low-frequency
seismic wave has a greater impact on its structure.

(3) The improved design has effectively improved the seismic performance of the valve tower,
the stability of the Q345 steel structure is relatively good, and the replacement of key parts
of the material is also one of the effective measures to improve the seismic performance.
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